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GVF White Paper:

Maritime Communications via Satellite

1. Introduction

The dramatic rise in the accessibility of maritime satellite communications in recent decades has
revolutionised the maritime sector and mariner experience. Use of satellite communications
systems not only enhances the efficiency of shipping and encourages modern vessel
management practices but also realises the delivery of multiple public policy objectives.

In short, modernising maritime ship communications provides multiple benefits to the sector by:

Reducing the heavy administrative burden on vessel masters;
Enhancing safety at sea;
Promoting the efficient use of the radio spectrum,
Protecting the marine environment; and
Promoting economic growth via more efficient trade as well as next generation services
to cruise ships and private vessels.

Today, many different types of satellite systems operate to provide regional and global
connectivity to commercial and private vessels engaged in the full suite of maritime sub-sectors
spanning: merchant, coast guarding, leisure, fishing, sporting, naval, cruise and others.

Growth across the entire market for maritime satellite is expected to develop at an exponential
rate in the coming years. Euroconsult released market data in 2012 projecting a $1.7bn satellite
service provider revenue base by 2021, with “broadband” Internet connection accounting for
much of that growth.1 Euroconsult projects that 610,000 maritime satellite communication
terminals will be in operation by 2021 operating in a number of frequency bands.2

Facilitating the introduction and use of maritime services via satellite is essential but must be
done in a light touch manner to reduce the burden on regulatory / government bodies as well as
on service providers and vessel operators. This paper describes how that can be achieved in
such a way so as to support both the service requirements and policy goals described in this
document whilst ensuring proper management of radio spectrum by users at sea.

2. Maritime Applications via Satellite

Satellite systems are used to provide many essential and mandated connectivity services for the
maritime community, including:

Oil services: connecting off shore oil rigs, supporting exploration activities and the
remote monitoring of production activities such as floating production, storage and
offloading (FPSO), pipelines, etc., are all activities that make great use of maritime

1 March 2012, Euroconsult, ‘Maritime Telecom Solutions by Satellite’. Global Market Analysis & Forecasts
2 ibid
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satellite connectivity. These uses promote a safer working environment whilst
enhancing the efficiency of exploration and production efforts;
Security of deepwater platforms: enhanced requirements to provide remote
surveillance and control of hundreds of operational oil rigs;
Safety at sea: the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) delivers
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) requirements.
Satellites form an integral facility of the GMDSS;
Security: Long Range Identification and Tracking of ships (LRIT) is also a SOLAS
requirement. LRIT regulations require vessels to report their location to their flag state3.
This information must be provided by ships. Satellite is often the only connectivity
solution;
Anti-piracy: satellite communications are used by naval patrol vessels in high risk
areas, such as near East Africa. Commercial vessels entering into these areas make
use of satellite connectivity as an essential lifeline to receive security updates and report
suspicious activity;
Ship emissions reduction: use of satellite communications for machine to machine
ship monitoring. In particular, the generation of data transmitted in near real time from
the monitoring of sensors and the optimisation of engines, together with the monitoring
of speed and course associated with weather, waves and emissions generation are used
to reduce fuel use and carbon emissions.
Ship’s Business: use of email and other forms of transmitting electronic documents is
replacing facsimile (fax) and hard-copy as a means of exchanging documents relating to
the crew, cargo and a ship’s voyage plans, both as part of the evolution of business
practices, and as means to facilitate shipping by meeting administrative and regulatory
requirements in port;
Crew welfare: the Maritime Labour Convention of the International Labour Organisation
promotes crew welfare via access to internet at sea. Once a vessel is out of the limited
reach of terrestrial networks, satellite communications is the sole means by which
mariners have access to e-learning facilities, family contact, banking and government
services;
Telemedicine is a key contributor to crew welfare – provision of remote medical support
reduces costs for remote sites and ships whilst ensuring that mariners and non-crew
passengers have access to critical health services;
Protection of vulnerable fish stocks: Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) has been
endorsed by the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) to track fishing vessel
operations and so sustain fish stocks. Electronic log-books also play a critical role in
policing fisheries activities;
E-navigation: satellite plays a critical role in providing the link to enable a revolution in
ship management practices. This includes access to electronic charts, management of
bridge systems and other critical applications;
Arctic connectivity: with the potential for increased shipping activity traversing the
North East passage, connectivity in this most remote of geographies is expected to take
on increased importance in the coming decades.
Passenger connectivity: passenger access to internet and telephone access whilst at
sea is now an expectation and is a service offered by all major cruise ship operators and

3 A flag state is the government under whose authority a ship operates.
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is required by the world’s private yacht industry. At sea, this service is only practicable
via satellite.
Enhanced benefits of world trade via shipping: the majority – more than 90% – of
world trade by volume is carried by sea.4 The commercial realties of the global
economic drivers include increased demand for cleaner fuels (which have to be
transported from their place of production to the end-users), bulk and any-season
foodstuffs, and other vital commodities.

3. Maritime Communications via Mobile-Satellite Service (MSS) Systems

Maritime communications via satellite were first introduced on satellites operating in the Mobile-
Satellite Services (“MSS”) using frequencies around the 1.5-1.6 GHz band (“L-band”) in the
1970’s. As the global demand for maritime services increased, additional MSS L-band systems
have been launched to supplement communications services to the maritime community.

The frequency allocations used by L-band MSS systems are harmonised internationally and are
not shared with terrestrial services. Hence, there are no requirements applicable to L-band
MSS systems related to the protection of these services from potential interference, and
consequently no geographic restrictions required for their operations.

Both geostationary orbit (“GSO”) and non-geostationary orbit (“NGSO”) satellites currently
operate using L-band MSS frequencies. Some systems provide global coverage and others
regional coverage.

4. Maritime Communications via Fixed-Satellite Service (FSS) Systems

Starting in the early 1990’s, VSAT5 earth stations were designed to enable maritime satellite
communications using frequencies allocated to Fixed-Satellite Service (“FSS”) satellites in the
4-6 GHz (“C-band”)6 and 11-14 GHz (“Ku-band”)7. Today, these stabilized FSS VSAT antennas
maintain a high degree of pointing accuracy on moving platforms, such as commercial and
private vessels, to provide two-way telecommunications to the maritime community worldwide.
New maritime services using FSS satellite frequencies in the 17-30 GHz band (“Ka-band”) are
also being developed.

All of the C-band FSS frequencies and certain portions of the Ku-band FSS and Ka-band FSS
frequencies are shared with terrestrial and other radiocommunication services. Other segments
of the Ku-band and Ka-band FSS frequencies are not shared with other services and have been
allocated exclusively for use by uncoordinated satellite earth stations.

When earth stations use C-band or Ku-band FSS frequencies for maritime satellite services
they are often referred to as Earth Stations on Vessels (“ESVs”). When earth stations use Ka-
band FSS frequencies for maritime satellite services they are commonly referred to as Earth
Stations on Mobile Platforms (“ESOMPs”).

4 Marisec ‘World Trade’: http://www.marisec.org/shippingfacts/worldtrade/
5 Very Small Aperture Terminals (“VSATs”)
6 The precise frequency bands are 3 700-‐4200 MHz, 5 925-‐6 425 MHz.
7 The precise frequency bands are 10.7-‐12.75 GHz and 14-‐14.5 GHz.
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At present, geostationary FSS satellites provide global maritime communications using C- and
Ku-band FSS frequencies. Starting in 2013, both geostationary and non-geostationary satellites
will also commence maritime services using Ka-band FSS frequencies.

5. Key Regulatory Principles for Maritime Services via Satellite

Complying with national licensing provisions is of paramount importance to GVF members. It
builds trust with Administrations and encourages business certainty so that the shipping
community and the satellite community are able to invest in new technologies under stable and
well known regulatory conditions.

National and regional telecommunications regulatory authorities (“NRAs”) play a crucial role in
facilitating the introduction of the use of satellite services in the maritime environment, whose
benefits are described in this paper.

GVF has set out general principles of Regulatory Best Practices for the licensing of VSATs and
VSAT-based services,8 and the ITU-D has also defined useful guidelines for regulatory agency
consideration9. These are derived from common and accepted principles, such as those
contained in the WTO pertaining to telecommunications services and technical barriers to trade.
Typically, best practice in licensing requires that any measure be proportionate to achieve the
objective and be administered in the least burdensome manner possible. The GVF Regulatory
Best Practices are applicable whether the mobile terminal is located on land or on a vessel.

Satellite operators, service providers and end users of maritime satellite services wish to comply
with applicable laws and regulations that govern spectrum access and service provision. To
ensure that maximum compliance is achieved, any regulation or requirement imposed should be
transparent, published, predictable and possible to comply with. The regulatory topics below
draw on experience from across the GVF membership in the domain of maritime satellite
licensing.

5.1 Installation and Licensing of Ship Radio Equipment.

The State of the ship’s registry is responsible for approving and licensing all
radiocommunications on board ships, including satellite earth stations. This State is the “flag
state” of the ship and the shipboard communications equipment. It is important to promote open
access to install, service, repair and operate terminals under reasonable, non-discriminatory
conditions based on reciprocal recognition of flag state authorisations in order to promote
shipping’s full potential to realise trade gains.

The approved technical characteristics for maritime satellite antennas are usually included in a
ship’s radio licence. For L-band MSS services, this is usually a sufficient requirement for the
operation of terminals in any national and international waters. For C-, Ku- and Ka-band FSS
services, maritime service providers often have to secure additional licenses to comply with
regulations for transitory passage through national waters.

8 2009 GVF “Strengthening Access to Communications” Policy & Regulatory Guidelines for Satellite Services.
9 ITU-‐D, Study Group 1, Question 17/1: Report on satellite regulation in developing countries. 2003.
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When a new satellite terminal is installed on a vessel, it must be possible to receive all required
authorisations within a reasonable period of time. Regulatory requirements that are lengthy or
otherwise require the vessel to significantly deviate from its intended schedule harm the
possibility to comply and promote either unauthorised operation or a reduction in use of such
systems with costs to efficiency and safety.

5.2 Licensing of Maritime Services provided via Satellite

The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) recognizes that every State has the right
to establish the breadth of its territorial sea up to a limit not exceeding 12 nautical miles from the
shore.10 Within this limit, States have full sovereign rights. Foreign flagged vessels may have
obligations for regulatory compliance to visited states or may be exempted, under certain
conditions, from national licensing when operating within territorial waters.

Before deciding whether or how to licence maritime services via satellite, it is important for
regulatory agencies to recall that the ships’ radio systems are already licensed by the flag state
of the ship. Furthermore, the satellite or service operator providing the communications
services to the ship satellite antennas is typically licensed by its ‘home’ state. It is always
desirable to avoid duplicate licensing requirements and instead identify a single responsible
Administration using a method as consistent as possible. Temporary or transitory access to
waters for visiting ships can then be exempt from any further licensing requirements.

In Europe, CEPT has adopted a simple registration system for ESV operators using the C- and
Ku-band. Operators are required to register their networks and to provide certain technical and
operational information about them.11 In return for complying with the requirements of the CEPT
Decisions, ESVs are granted free circulation and use, and ESV operators are exempted from
the requirement to obtain an individual licence for each terminal. So far, several operators have
notified their systems with the ECO Documentation Database12 and the decision has gained
widespread adoption and implementation by European States. This is a light touch manner of
regulating such systems that provides transparency and accountability, whilst reducing the
bureaucratic burden. A similar registration model was also adopted by CITEL in the Americas.13
Other regional regulatory organizations could adopt and implement a registration approach
similar to CEPT that would streamline the provision of maritime services via C-, Ku- and Ka-
band FSS satellites.

10 http://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf
11 ECC Decision (05)09 of 24 June 2005 on the free circulation and use of Earth Stations on board Vessels operating
in fixed satellite service networks in the frequency bands 5 925-‐6 425 MHz (Earth-‐to-‐space) and 3 700-‐4 200 MHz
and ECC Decision (05)10 of 24 June 2005 on the free circulation and use of Earth Stations on board Vessels
operating in fixed satellite service networks in the frequency bands 14-‐14.5 GHz (Earth-‐to-‐space), 10.7-‐11.7 GHz
(space-‐to-‐Earth) and 12.5-‐12.75 GHz (space-‐to-‐Earth).
12 See www.ecodocdb.dk
13 CITEL Resolution PCCII/Res.33 (VII-‐06), Common regulatory basis for the operation of ESVs in the Americas”) and
CITEL Recommendation PCC.II/REC. 14 (VI-‐05) (“Procedures for Operation of Earth Stations on Vessels (ESVs) in the
Americas in the 5 925-‐6 425 MHz and 14-‐14.5 GHz bands.
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Satellite operators providing maritime services and manufacturers of maritime satellite terminals
have considered the potential for harmful interference to other systems and services when
designing their systems and have taken the necessary measures.

For the purpose of avoiding harmful interference, the ITU has developed regulations and
guidelines for the operation of ESVs in the C-band and Ku-band. Furthermore, the ITU and
regional regulatory bodies are currently in the process of developing provisions for ESOMPs
using GSO and NSGO satellites in the Ka-band. The impact of these are described in the sub-
sections below.

a) Licensing C- and Ku-band ESV Services: ITU Resolution 902

By 2003, the use of maritime satellite systems in the C and Ku band was nascent but market
demand was increasing. In response, ITU Resolution 90214 was passed at WRC 2003 to
facilitate the introduction of ESVs operating with FSS satellites in the C and Ku band. The ESV
allocation in the ITU-R Radio Regulations considers operations on a secondary basis.
Associated ITU Recommendations established guidance for determining safe operating
distances from the coast of ‘affected countries’. Recommendation 37 of WRC-03 was adopted
to provide guidance on licensing and authorisation, which countries may opt to adopt.15
Recommendation 37 also provides multiple options for countries to provide permission for ESV
operations in or near their waters.

In the specific instance of satellite systems using ESVs in the bands 5925 - 6425 MHz and 14 -
14.5 GHz, Resolution 902 established that the permission of individual ITU Member States is
required for parts of the band when used within certain distances from shore (up to 125 km for
Ku band, and up to 300 km for C band).

Regulatory and operational provisions are contained in Resolution 902 and Recommendation
37 for ‘concerned administrations’ defined as those countries where fixed or mobile services are
allocated on a primary basis. Under these provisions, concerned administrations may provide
“prior permission” for operations within the relevant 125 or 300 km outer limits through various
means (State to State, State to specific Operator, State to any Operator, etc.). The 300
kilometre limit for C-band systems applies to all countries worldwide, whereas the 125 kilometre
Ku-band limit applies to certain countries for certain portions of the Ku-band.16 In addition,
some administrations have opted-out of the provisions for prior permission under Resolution

14 Resolution 902, Provisions relating to earth stations located on board vessels which operate in fixed-‐satellite
service networks in the uplink bands 5925-‐6425 MHz and 14-‐14.5 GHz.
15 Recommendation 37, Operational procedures for earth stations on board vessels (ESVs) use.
16 Item 5 of Annex 1 of Resolution 902 identifies potentially concerned administrations as the following:

In the band 14-‐14.25 GHz: Algeria, Angola, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Botswana, Brunei, Cameroon, China,
Congo, South Korea, Egypt, UAE, Gabon, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lesotho, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mali, Morocco, Mauritania, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Qatar, Syria, North
Korea, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Chad, Viet Nam and Yemen.
In the band 14.25-‐14.3 GHz: same as above plus Germany, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, Italy, Libya,
Macedonia and the United Kingdom.
In the band 14.3-‐14.4 GHz: Regions 1 and 3 except for Cyprus, Greece and Malta.
In the band 14.4-‐14.5 GHz: Regions 1, 2 and 3 except for Cyprus, Greece and Malta.
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902: Malta, Greece and Cyprus have waived the requirement for Ku-band ESVs to seek their
Administrations’ prior permission to operate within 125 km of their territory17.

Governments may also streamline or deregulate maritime satellite operations in their waters
through national regulations. This is the case in the UK where Ku band operations are
permitted in the majority of UK waters (including territorial waters) and are only restricted near
limited named reference points.

The granting of “prior permission” under Resolution 902 does not mean that a formal
authorization must be always be issued. Instead, administrations typically request limited
information about the maritime VSAT system’s characteristics so they can ensure that it will not
interfere with existing terrestrial systems in their territory – such as fixed point-to-point
telecommunications links. However, in some instances a formal document will be issued by an
administration to an operator as evidence that Resolution 902 compliance has been satisfied.

The guidelines in Resolution 902 and Recommendation 37 have allowed ITU Member States to
facilitate the introduction of maritime services via satellite for more than a decade. As an
acknowledgement to the technological progress since original systems were conceived, the ITU
is in the process of simplifying the regulations related to ESVs to remove unnecessarily large
protection distances. The current distance limits are perceived by many as overly cautious for
the required interference mitigation. GVF notes that the 2003 limits also do not take account the
new efficiencies afforded by improvements in technology, such as spread spectrum modulation
methods.

Practical operation of a maritime VSAT system depends on the regulatory diligence of the
service provider. Regulatory restraints can severely limit the regional or global service
availability of, and economic benefits derived from, maritime communications via satellite.

In summary, the types of authorizations needed for C and Ku band ESVs are:

For International Waters (beyond territorial waters limit)
Ship satellite terminal (or VSAT) must be included in ships radio license (issued by the flag
State) and maritime service provider may need to be licensed in the country where its
gateways are located

From 12 nautical miles to 125 km for Ku band; 300 km for C band from shore
Same as above, plus Resolution 902 prior permission as required from administrations.

Within 12 nautical miles of shore
Same as above, plus authorization to operate a maritime satellite system in the territory of
that administration.

In port
Same as above. Some administrations have additional requirements for in-port operations,
such as notification to and approval of the harbourmaster of the specific port of the intention
to use an ESV system while in port.

17 See Radio Regulations No. 5.506B.
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b) Licensing Ka-band FSS Services using Earth Stations on Mobile Platforms (ESOMPs):

With their high functionality and capacity, Ka-band satellites will support a broader range of
domestic and international maritime communications than ever before. Ka-band satellite
terminals operating on mobile platforms have the potential to deliver high throughput
connectivity services to vessels utilising small terminals. Ka-band systems will allow satellite
operators to provide new services to key maritime sectors including broadband internet access
for crew and passengers, and redundancy communications for the oil, gas and maritime
communities. Both geostationary and non-geostationary Ka-band systems plan to enable
maritime services from 2013.

In-motion ESOMPs may currently only operate in FSS frequency bands pursuant to Radio
Regulations No 4.4 (i.e. on a non-interference/non-protection basis). The ITU has adopted two
reports at the Study Group 4 level which identify some technical and operational requirements
for ESOMPs operating in Ka-band FSS networks and systems, specifically Reports ITU-R
S.2223 (for GSO ESOMPs) and Report ITU-R S.2261 (for non-GSO ESOMPs). Further study is
being undertaken within the ITU to address the current allocation status, including a possible
new provision in RR Article 5 in the Ka bands, pointing toward a new WRC Resolution (similar
to Resolution 902), or modification of service definitions in RR Article 1. Studies are also being
undertaken to develop sharing conditions with other services.

ETSI has developed a harmonised standard for ESOMPs operating with geostationary FSS
satellites in the band 27.5-30 GHz (number EN 303 97818).

In Europe, the CEPT has developed ECC Report 184 and Decision ECC/DEC/(13)01 related to
the operation of Ka-band ESOMPs with geostationary FSS satellite networks19. The Decision
requires that ESOMPs be exempted from individual licensing and permits the free-circulation
and use of ESOMPs within the frequency bands 17.3-20.2 GHz (space-to-Earth), and 27.5-30.0
GHz (Earth-to-space) provided that terminals meet certain technical and operational criteria.
Under this regime, ESOMPs transmitting in the bands 27.5-27.8285 GHz, 28.4445-28.9485
GHz and 29.4525-30 GHz are permitted to operate within national territory. ESOMPs operating
in international waters and international airspace in the band 27.5-30 GHz are required to meet
pfd thresholds and other technical requirements when operating in the sub-bands 27.8285-
28.4445 GHz, 28.8365-28.9485 GHz and 28.9485-29.4525 GHz to protect terrestrial systems
operating in those sub-bands. The Decision was adopted in March 2013 and will be
implemented in regulations by CEPT administrations in the following months.

As noted above, Ka-band ESOMPs services are being developed for satellite systems
currently planned for launch as early as 2013. Because Ka-band FSS systems are expected to
significantly expand satellite services to maritime users in the coming years, it is critical that
national regulatory authorities develop best practice, light touch measures to facilitate their
introduction whilst ensuring that other services are not caused harmful interference.

18 http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/303900_303999/303978/01.01.02_60/en_303978v010102p.pdf
19 ECC Report 184 and Decision ECC/DEC/(13)01 are available at www.ecodocdb.dk.
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6. Conclusions & Recommendations

In order to support expansion of the operational, safety, and social benefits provided by
maritime satellite communications worldwide, GVF encourages all administrations to:

a) Continue the established regime of mutual recognition of ship radio licenses for maritime
terminals operating in all frequency bands,

b) Maintain light touch regulation of maritime satellite services.
c) Continue to provide clear information to operators on any geographic areas within which

restrictions may apply to C and Ku-band ESVs and Ka-band ESOMPs;
d) Allow free circulation and use of L, C, Ku and Ka-band terminals on maritime platforms

subject to the applicable regulatory requirements.

Glossary:

CEPT: European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations
CITEL: Inter-American Telecommunication Commission
ECO: European Communications Office.
ESOMP: Earth Station on a Mobile Platform.
ESV: Earth Station on Vessel.
FAO: Food and Agriculture Organisation.
FPSO: Floating production, storage and offloading.
FSS: Fixed Satellite Service.
GMDSS: Global Maritime Distress and Safety System.
GSO: Geostationary Orbit.
GVF: Global VSAT Forum.
IMO: International Maritime Organisation.
ITU: International Telecommunication Union.
LRIT: Long Range Identification and Tracking.
MSS: Mobile Satellite Service.
NGSO: Non-Geostationary Orbit.
SOLAS: Safety of Life at Sea.
UNCLOS: UN Convention on the Law of the Sea.
VMS: Vessel Monitoring System.
VSAT: Very Small Aperture Terminal.
WTO: World Trade Organisation.


